Add a touch of beauty to your home.

Key Features

- 100% pure vinyl frame with real glass block.
- Welded mainframe
- J-channel/brickmold is part of the mainframe.
- J-channel/brickmold will add strength to the frame.
- Interior glazing bead adds durability
- Full water weep system keeps the rain water outside where it belongs.
- Hollow chambers in the mainframe increases energy efficiency.
- Frame available in arctic white and desert sand.
- A perfect option in your bathroom since glass block meets safety glass ratings.

Frequently Asked Questions

Do I have to put my own J-channel on the QM1000?
No, every QM1000 comes with it’s own J-channel already attached as part of the mainframe.

Is it easy to install?
Yes, because every QM1000 comes standard with a nailing fin for easy installation.

Can I get vents in the QM1000?
Yes, the vents are available in arctic white and desert sand.

All of our products are made in the U.S.A
www.qualityvents.com
Call 708.532.7330 to find a local distributor

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Ventilators
Energy Smart Vent
RS2000
QM1000

WHY CHOOSE US?

We have been in business since 1976.
There is a large inventory of all of our products at our warehouse.
We manufacture all of our own products to exclude the middle man markup.
All of our products are made in the U.S.A.
There is a 5 year manufacturers warranty on all of our products.
Our knowledgeable staff will provide exceptional service and answer any questions that you may have.
Do I really need an insulated vent in my glass block window?  
ABSOLUTELY! Whether you choose to upgrade your home to glass block windows for energy efficiency or security, the Energy Smart Vent more closely matches the thermal properties of glass block.

How many windows should I vent?  
Most home planners recommend that every window be vented if possible, this way the venting possibilities are maximized in your home.

How can the Glass Block Ventilators benefit me as a consumer?  
Frequently venting your basement or bathroom reduces the chance of mold growing in your home. A fresh air home is a healthy home!

Frequently Asked Questions

Energy Smart Vent Key Features

• 100% pure vinyl frame and sash available in arctic white and desert sand.
• Hollow chambers in the main frame increase energy efficiency.
• Co-extruded weatherstrip bulb ensures a positive seal every time.
• Full bug screen keeps the pests outside where they belong.
• Dryer vents are also an option that can take the place of a single glass block.
• 1/8” thick hinges ensure quality operation of vent every time.

Energy Smart Vent Key Features

• Super Spacer warm edge technology.
• Four individual seals hold your insulated glass unit securely in place.
• High density dessicant foam spacer is far superior to typical metal spacers.
• Polycarbonate non-metal sash lock reduces cold temperature transmission.

RS2000 Key Features

• RS2000 uses Super Spacer warm edge technology.
• 100% pure vinyl frame and sash available in arctic white or desert sand.
• Fully welded sash and mainframe.
• Hollow chambers in the main frame and sash increase energy efficiency.
• Insulated glass is standard on RS2000 with LEXAN or Low E glass as an option.
• Polycarbonate non-metal sash lock reduces cold temperature transmission.
• Dual perimeter weatherstrip ensures a positive seal every time.
• Chain link will allow venting of window sash while maintaining removable capability.
• Fully removable screen is made of aluminum for long lasting durability.
• Full water weep system keeps the rain water outside where it belongs.

Do I really need an RS2000 in my basement or family room?  
The removable sash in the RS2000 window opens up possibilities in your home. An open passageway is a great opportunity to pass items into or out of your basement.

What if I want ventilation as well as removable sash capability?  
The RS2000 has a chain link so you can tilt the window sash in for ventilation while maintaining the ease of removal.

How will the RS2000 benefit me as a consumer?  
The RS2000 is available in energy saving insulated glass or super strong LEXAN. Both are great insulators which also upgrade the look of your home.

All of our products are made in the U.S.A  
www.qualityvents.com